Information Requested
For T.C.A. Student
T.A. "Who Done It"
All activities which wish to be entered in the Coming Term's T.C.A. "Who Done It" are requested to submit the necessary material promptly to the Committee.

Nominations
Nominations must be submitted to the office of the T.C.A. by 6:00 P.M. on April 28.

A first of the four chances will be given to any group or society that entered the "Who Done It" contest last term, but only one chance will be given to each society.

Additional information is available from the T.C.A. at any time before the deadline.

Plant Tours Sponsored By M.I.T. Radio Society
The M.I.T. Radio Society will sponsor a series of tours to the National Enamel Manufacturing Societies, Aeronautical Societies, and the Harvard University Airport on April 14 and 28.

Ins. Comm. Passes New Point System

ELECTIONS APPROVED

Says Landplanes Superior
In his opinion landplanes are superior to flying boats in the smaller sizes up to about ten tons. From 10 tons superior to flying boats are available, the attendance at the dance will be within the North Hall.

T.C.A. Conducts Question-Answer Period
Dr. Rosenheim conducts a question-answer period on "Child Care"

Tech-Emerson Quiz Scheduled
Student Teams To Battle April 21 Over WABE

Speaks On Planes

Sikorsky Lectures On Significance Of Flying Boats

Thoughts For Comfort Will Cause Large Increase In Plane Sales
"Landplane versus Flying Boat" was the subject of a lecture given by Mr. E. Rosenheim, licensed designer and manufacturer of flying boats, yesterday afternoon at 3:30 P.M. in Room 145.

About 350 students and members of the faculty attended the lecture. After the lecture an informal conference was held on the influence of hydrodynamic and hydrostatic conditions on the design of the airplane. Mr. Rosenheim went so far as to compare the efficiency of flying boats and landplanes of various length.

Says Landplanes Superior

In his opinion landplanes are superior to flying boats in the smaller sizes up to about ten tons. From 10 tons on up, their advantage is evident, and in the larger sizes flying boats are superior, he said. The limit for landplanes is set at 200 tons and flying boats at 1000 tons.

No mention was made of the prospects of the helicopter, which Mr. Rosenheim considered that with newer designs larger planes will be built in the future.

Leon Mayers Will Play For Carnival

Dancing To Continue From 8:30 Until 12 In Main Hall

Mayers will be the most of the individual professional titles, the Presidential Selections Committee will establish a comprehensive array of rewards for the All-Tech Carnival, Harold Walter, '40, chairman of the committee, announced last night.

"The rules are such that all possible for the activities which wish to be

T.C.A. Conducts Question-Answer Period
Dr. Rosenheim conducts a question-answer period on "Child Care"